Activation function-1 domain of androgen receptor contributes to the interaction between two distinct subnuclear compartments.
The nucleus contains different sets of functional compartments often called "speckles". The splicing factor compartment (SFC) has been speculated to consist of SFs and transcription factors, which thus make transcription-splicing coupling possible at the periphery of SFC. Androgen receptor (AR), as well as glucocorticoid receptor (GR), is unique since most, if not all, of its activities are mediated via the constitutive activity of the activation function-1 (AF-1) function. Transcriptionally active AR produces 250-400 subnuclear fine speckles11 shared with GR or estrogen receptor (ER), which colocalize with chiefly activation function-2 (AF-2)-interacting p160 family- or CBP-related speckles. We herein report the isolation of ANT-1 (AR N-terminal domain (NTD) transactivating protein-1) enhancing autonomous AF-1 transactivation function of AR or GR, but not of estrogen receptor alpha (ERalpha). The ANT-1 was identical to a binding protein of human splicing factor U5 snRNP (U5 snRNP-associated protein). ANT-1 was compartmentalized into 15-20 coarse SFC speckles which were spatially distinct from but surrounded by the AR compartments. Our results suggest that ANT-1 may play a key role in the molecular interaction between two spatially distinct subnuclear compartments in a receptor-specific fashion, and thereby induce the strong autonomous transactivation functions either of AR- or GR-AF-1.